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ON WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE NORM INEQUALITIES
FOR ONESIDED OSCILLATORY SINGULAR INTEGRALS
ZUNWEI FU SHANZHEN LU SHUICHI SATO AND SHAOGUANG SHI
Abstract We consider onesided weight classes of Muckenhoupt type
and study the weighted weak type    norm inequalities of a class of
onesided oscillatory singular integrals with smooth kernel
  Introduction
Oscillatory integrals have been an essential part of harmonic analysis
three chapters are devoted to them in the celebrated Steins book ST
Many important operators in harmonic analysis are some versions of oscil
latory integrals such as the Fourier transform the BochnerRiesz means
the Radon transform in CT technology and so on For a more complete ac
count on oscillatory integrals in classical harmonic analysis we would like
to refer the interested reader to G L  L	 LDY LZ PS and refer
ences therein Another early impetus for the study of oscillatory integrals
came with their application to number theory B In more recent times the
operators fashioned from oscillatory integrals such as pseudodi
erential
operator in PDE become another motivation to study them Based on the
estimates of some kinds of oscillatory integrals one can establish the well
posedness theory of a class of dispersive equations for some of this works
we refer to CM KPV  KPV	
This paper is focused on a class of oscillatory singular integrals related
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K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  a  b 	
Obviously K is an odd function under the condition  	
Theorem  RS Suppose K satises     	 Then for any real





R    p   where its operator norm is bounded by a con




   p  denote the Muckenhoupt classes CF This class con





















where the supremum is taken over all intervals I  R and  p  p

  
In  	 Lu and Zhang LZ gave the weighted result of Theorem   
Theorem  Suppose K satises     	 Then for any real polyno





w where w  A
p
    p   Here its operator norm is bounded by
a constant depending on the total degree of P  but not on the coecients of
P in other respects
For the case p    Chanillo and Christ CC gave a supplement for
Theorem   










denotes the weak L

space and the constant C is independent
of P if the total degree of the polynomial is xed
Let A

be the class of weight functions w satisfying Mwx  Cwx









We write wE 
R
E
w for a measurable set E The third author of this
paper gave the weighted version of Theorem  










ONESIDED OSCILLATORY SINGULAR INTEGRALS 
where C depends on the total degree of P and in other respects is indepen
dent of the coecients of P 
We point out that Theorem   Theorem   also hold for dimension
n  	
The study of weights for onesided operators was motivated not only as
the generalization of the theory of bothsided ones but also their natural
appearance in harmonic analysis for example it is required when we treat






















arising in the ergodic maximal function The classical Dunfordschwartz
ergodic theorem can be considered as the rst result about weights for  











































































for some constant C The smallest constant C for which the above inequal



















 constant of w
Theorem  SAW Let M

be as in  































holds for all f  L
p
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Remark Let us remark here and after that similar results can be obtained



























some   
ii w  A

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if    p  r





 but also they are the right weight classes for
onesided singular integrals AFM and they also appear in PDE GS
We say a CalderonZygmund kernel K is a onesided CalderonZygmund












 C   a  b 
with support in R

    or R

  The smallest constant for










denotes the characteristic function of a set E In AFM Aimar
Forzani and MartnReyes studied the onesided Calderon Zygmund singu






















where the kernels K are OCZKs
Theorem 








is bounded on L
p
















ONESIDED OSCILLATORY SINGULAR INTEGRALS 
Also a result concerning the converse of Theorem   is given in AFM
Inspired by CC SA and SAW we will study the onesided version of
Theorem   by the aid of induction CalderonZygmund decomposition
estimates for oscillatory integrals of the unweighted case and interpolation
of operators with change of measures In the foregoing and following the
letter C will stands for a positive constant which may vary from line to line
	 Main Results











































where P x y is a real polynomial dened on R R and the kernels K are




 respectively Now we formulate our
result as follows
Main Theorem  If w  A


 then there exists a constant C depending






wfx  R  jT
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for f  SR the Schwartz class
We shall carry out the proof of Theorem 	  by induction as in LZ
RS and SA Suppose P x y is a real polynomial in x and y First we
assume that Theorem 	  is valid for all polynomials which are the sums of
monomials of degree less than k in x and of any degree in y together with
the sums of monomials which are of degree k in x and of degree less than l
in y Let
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satisfying the above induction assumption
Let us now prove that 	  holds for P x y Arguing as in RS p  
by the aid of weighted theory of onesided CalderonZygumund operators
without loss of generality we may assume k   l   and ja
kl
j   for if
ja
kl
j   	  holds by the induction assumption By dilation invariance
of the operators and weights we only need to consider the case ja
kl
j   
We split the kernel K as










































In Section  we will prove the following proposition under the induction
assumption
Proposition  If w  A


 then there exists a constant C depending on






wfx  R  jT










wfx  R  jT







Obviously this will complete the proof of Theorem 	 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the argument for Proposition 		
Section  contains some preliminaries which are essential to our proof In
Section  we prove Proposition 		 this part is partially motivated by LZ
and SA
 Preliminaries
Let w  A


 f  SR We perform the following CalderonZygmund
decomposition at height   
Lemma  We have a collection fIg of nonoverlapping closed intervals
in R and functions g b on R such that





jf j  C	























































be the component decomposition Let I be the closure of I

 By Lemma




































F  R n
S
I Then we only need to prove  and  because  
 and  are straightforward
Let I be one of the intervals obtained above By Lemma   of MOT and
Lemma 	  of SAW for any positive increasing function U
I












Also since w  A


 by Lemma 	 of MOT there exists a positive increasing
function V
wI
on I such that
V
wI









where C is independent of I By  and  with V
wI
in place of U
I
 we
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This completes the proof  
We decompose K
























R such that supp







x    if


















































I denotes the interval with the same right end


































Lemma  Suppose that w  A









































Lemma 	 will be proved by applying a variant of interpolation argu
ment of V see FS  FS	 We rst give some lemmas which are essential
to our analysis Some of them are almost the same as their appearances in
CC FS  FS	 and SA Our results di
er from the previous ones only
in that we set up them based on onesided singular integrals and the weight















for all intervals I in R with length jIj  	
j









  Then for any
































For each j   let I
j
be a family of nonoverlapping closed intervals I
such that jIj  	
j
 We assume I and J are nonoverlapping if I  I
i
 J  I
j











 Let    For each








j  jIj supf
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Lemma  Let w  A












































































We note that K
j
x y is supported in the interval y   	
j
 y   	
j
 as a
function of x for each xed y and
supy   	
j
 y   	
j































is as in   Combining the results we get the conclusion  
Let J denote the family of intervals arising from the CalderonZygmund
decomposition in Lemma  
 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Lemma  Let t   w  A


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Combining these estimates we conclude the proof of Lemma   
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for       C



























































for some    Therefore
we complete the proof of Lemma 	 by substituting w





in the above inequalities
Lemma 	 Let W

j
be as in  Suppose w  A


















denotes the operator norm on L

w
Before proving Lemma  we rst give a lemma obtained by RicciStein
Lemma 





































To prove Lemma  we apply interpolation with change of measures












































see Proposition   So Lemma
 follows from Lemma  and    by interpolation with change of
measures
Lemma 	 and Lemma  are essential to the proof of Proposition 		
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 Proof of Proposition 
We rst prove 		 Take any h  R and write







where the polynomial Rx y h satises the induction assumption for The









































































It is easy to see that jx   hj 

	
and jy   hj 









































where C is independent of h and the coecients of P x y Here and after
Ix r denotes the interval x  r x  r





















































for some constant C independent of h and the coecients of P x y
Finally if jx  hj 

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where C is independent of h and the coecients of P x y
Evidently if jx  hj 

	

















jjx  yj  Cy   x








































for some constant C independent of h and the coecients of P x y From



















holds uniformly in h  R which implies
w













by integration with respect to h where C is independent of the coecients
of P x y This completes the proof of 		







































wyjfyj dy  C
Z
wyjfyj dy
So in the following we only consider W






Section  and we see that
w


























































From Lemma  we easily see thatW

is bounded on L
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via Lemma    
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On the other hand by Lemma    and the estimate w

I  CwI
which is easily proved by the condition w  A



























The results  and  imply
w












for w  A


with a constant C independent of the coecients of P x y
which completes the proof of 	
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